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Past-Voices-Future.

Dear freshers,

On July 27, 2008, I attended the breakfast meeting of
IISc Alumni Association, Bangalore chapter. It was excit-
ing to walk about distinguished alumni – with impressive
credentials in research behind them. It made me proud
feeling rightfully one among them. I had defended my PhD
two days before.

When I stepped into the campus a few days later, I ex-
perienced a different kind of excitement. The excitement
of walking about among starry eyed freshers – with dreams
of changing the world with their intellectual contributions.
Surprisingly, I still felt rightfully one among them. I still
could feel that shine in my eyes, that electricity in my heart
to know something that no one else has known before. And
it made me proud.

Seven years lie between that day I entered this cam-
pus like one of you freshers, and the day when I found my
place among those who already have been there, done that.
Seven long years, filled with so much that one would think
it impossible to hold the two ends of it together, to be a
fresher and an alumnus at the same time.

In those initial days of my PhD, I was trained well to

mind my own business. More than that, not to mind others’
business. Happenings of my surrounding mattered little to
me. More than focusing, this had inadvertently become a
method to protect myself from challenges from the outside.
To use my ignorance of my environment as an illusion of ab-
sence of hurdles, dangers, chaos. In research, this method
quickly fails. These days, a researcher ignorant of the go-
ings on of his field is little likely to come up with anything of
value. In life, this method doesn’t yield any greater success.
It would be obvious to those few who wish to do at least
tenth as well as people as they wish to do as researchers.

It was my decision that I would use my stint in IISc for
something more than just learning to do research. Those
were the days when Voices came to be. Voices wasn’t my
idea, but Voices seemed to be just the thing I was look-
ing for. When I joined Voices, the ball had already started
rolling. A team of enthusiastic people were already there
looking around for stories to tell the IIScians. Stories hap-
pening in the next department, the next lab, the next hostel
room. Stories involving IIScians themselves. Stories involv-
ing us. I was fortunate to be there when the first issue came
out. The feeling I got on seeing my cartoon, along with all
the other articles we all had worked very hard upon, was
something I will never forget.
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Being a part of Voices made sure that my past days in
IISc would never again lose themselves in oblivion. Those
hundreds of cartoons I drew during my tenure in Voices,
those scores of articles that I got to pen, were all a result of
an instinctive wakefulness that resulted the very day I be-
came a Voice-ian. My eyes opened wide towards everything
happening around me in the campus: funny to morbid,
laudable to deplorable, proud to shameful. The exercise of
creating a picture of a story or a state of affair on campus
whether through drawing or through words needed me to
draw an even more vivid picture of the same in my mind.
People would always first read the cartoons before going on
to the other articles. Sometimes they would laugh. Only
few wouldnt forget it altogether in time. But the elaborate
process of the creation of those cartoons and articles would
engrave everlasting images in my mind of how I had looked
at the life in IISc. It is through these images that I feel so
well-connected with my bygone days of IISc.

Its a great pleasure to find Voices thriving and growing
as it approaches the completion of six years of unparalleled
acceptance and popularity in IISc. It has passed from the
hands of the founding members to a whole new set of own-
ers. And these guys have done a great job in carrying on
the legacy and in infusing new life into it.

I take this opportunity to invite you to feel this ethereal
experience of getting connected to your surroundings, to
your life as a post-graduation student. Read Voices. Write
for it. And if you feel like, join Voices and become respon-
sible for how thousands of IIScians look at their world.

Sujit Chakrabarti (Alumnus, CSA).

Freshers welcome to the institute.

Another academic year has begun, bringing with it new
challenges, great hopes and promises. Like every year, Prof.
P. Balaram, the director hosted a high tea and chaired the
orientation ceremony to welcome the freshers to the insti-
tute. The student intake of 650 has been the highest in
recent years.

Prof. Balaram encouraged the students to contribute
heavily to academic heritage of the institute and be an ac-
tive member of the IISc alumni even after they pass out.

Arif Ali Baig Moghal, General Secretary, Students
Council, on behalf of the old faces welcomed the new faces
with “open hands, open minds and above all, open hearts”.
The freshers were later introduced to the various commit-
tees functioning in the campus including the Voices, mess
committee, women cell, sexual harassment unit, academic
committee and recruitment cell.

Prof. M.S. Hegde - Dean of Sciences, Prof. S.K. Biswas
- Dean of Engineering, Prof. Umarji - Chairman, Council of
wardens, Prof. Narasimhan - President, Gymkhana, Prof.
Lawrence Jenkins - Advisor, Students Council, Dr. G.R.
Nagabhushan - CMO, Health care and Prof. Dattaguru -
Alumni Association also addressed the freshers.

Deepti (MRDG), Shyam (MGMT).

In pursuit of excellence – a century

of research and education.

The Indian Institute of Science will be celebrating a hun-
dred illustrious years in science, technology and innovation
by hosting ’The IISc Centenary Conference’ during Decem-
ber 13-16, 2008. The conference will focus on events high-
lighting the contribution of IISc to both basic and applied
sciences, its impact on the improvement of science and tech-
nology in the country and defining the path forward for the
institute. The conference is also expected to facilitate the
reunion of the institute’s alumni from all over the globe.

The first day of the conference (December 13, 2008)
will be celebrated as the alumni day with the Alumni Cell,
IISc and the IISc Alumni Association organising a series of
events and get-togethers. The conference will be formally
inaugurated in the evening. Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and
Prof. C.N.R. Rao will be the invited speakers for the day.
Dr. K.Kasturirangan, Prof. P. Balaram, Dr. J.J. Irani, and
Prof N. Balakrishnan will also participate in the inaugura-
tion. This will be followed by a clasical music concert by
Pandit Sivakumar Sharma on the Santoor. Dinner will be
served to the entire IISc fraternity consisting of students,
faculty, staff, and alumni.

On the second day of the conference, the invited speak-
ers are Prof. Martin Rees (President, Royal Society)
and Archbishop Desmond Tutu (Nobel Peace Prize win-
ner,1984), Prof. Subra Suresh (Dean of the School of Engi-
neering, MIT) and Dr. S. Ramadorai (CEO and MD, TCS).
Seven workshops of three hours duration would be held in
parallel on emerging inter-disciplinary areas Micro-nano
technology, Materials and energy, Integrative biology, Earth
and Climate Sciences, Intelligent transportation, Complex
Systems and Networks and Sustainable Technologies on the
second day. Prof. Goverdhan Mehta will chair the panel
discuusion on the topic India-A knowlege power: Oppor-
tunities and challenges.

All five academic divisions of IISc Biological Sciences,
Chemical Sciences, Electrical Sciences, Mechanical Sciences
and Physical and Mathematical Sciences will hold parallel
divisional level sessions of three hours duration on third day
of the conference. The invited speakers on the third day are
Dr. Sydney Brenner (Nobel Prize for medicine, 2002), Dr.
Sam Pitroda (Chairman, National Knowledge Commission)
and Prof. Arcot Ramachandran. Prof J. Srinivasan will
chair the panel discussion on Climate Change.

The highlight of the last day of the conference is the key
note talk by Prof. Eric Maskin (Nobel Prize for Economics,
2007). The other invited speaker of the day is Dr. Kiran
Mazumdar Shah. Prof. N. Balakrishnan will be chairing
the panel discussion on Reinventing IISc for the next cen-
tury. On the second, third and final day, individual depart-
ments and centres will put up posters and other display
materials at the conference venue and centres showcasing
the achievements of IISc in different areas.

Voices will offically report and come up with daily sup-
plements on all four days of the centenary conference.

Shyam (MGMT).
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Editorial.

”If not us, who? If not now, when?”

A new beginning, some picturesque memories, lot of
hard truths and bumpy rides. This issue of Voices
promises you all that and more.

Our Nation celebrated when we brought home the
highest no. of Olympic medals ever. We became
victims of bomb blasts that sees no region, no
religion , no rationality! Floods caused destruction
to remind us of the eternal truth that we take with
us just what we have come with.

Closer home, the freshers were welcome to an abode
that’ll be their world for the next few years to come.
The centenary lectures saw different color and strokes
with eminent Lyricist, writer and director Gulzar
talking about the pallette of science from the
kaleidoscope of art and literature. Our new Student
Council appointed a Co-Chairman and Co-Gensec, the
first time ever in the history of the SC at IISc. Was
this decentralization of work and can we expect more
results now? IISc community is missing the Coffee
Board and coffee elsewhere does not taste the same
anymore!

This issue we bring to you the first ever cartoons
published in Voices by our founder member Sujit;
some concerns with the bicycle issues, some poetic
verses, a narrative tale of existentialistic truths,
an account of the Orientation Day; a new Voicean
voices the role of attitude; an interesting interview
of a Professor telling us how to go about our
research and also the announcement about the
Centenary T-shirt design competition! It is a
mixed bag this time!

We at Voices are happy to tell you that we have
four new members on board and look forward to
having some more of you join us. We are officially
working on the Centenary Conference day to day
newsletter publications and looking for a volunteer
team to work with us!

Voice your thoughts, Raise your Voice;

Own your story, make your choice.

Ink your tale, investigate without fail.

Come! Be a part of Voices; more members we hail!

Ensure you mail us your interest.
See you at voices.iisc@gmail.com, with enthu and zest!

Happy reading!!

Bicycle Zone? Indeed!

Cars, bikes, autos anything with wheels can pass through
the Bicycle lane. Barely wide enough to accommodate a
few bicycles in a row, you must grin and bear it when a
bigger vehicle speeds past you. The security personnel in
front of Faculty Hall blows his whistle and yet if the vehicle
doesnt stop, you work a few steaming breaths harping at
the offender.

During the night when you dreamily cycle, gazing at
the Faculty Hall (cycles in front barely visible), a looming
vehicle is a threat to safety. The throng happily taking a
stroll on the lane irks even more - what ails them, that they
cant walk on the footpath just beside it?

It doesn’t matter on an average day but when some-
things already on your nerves, it sets you fuming. Could
there be a bigger, eye-catching, not-hidden-by-trees notice
saying BICYCLE LANE?

Smrithi (MRDG).

Choose Your Attitude.

Each one of us faces some problems at any point in time.
It could be a broken or not-working relationship, a D or F
grade in academics, delay in writing a PhD thesis or any-
thing for that matter.

Strangely enough, even though each one of us may
struggle to cope with our problems, we still prefer them
over someone else’s unknown cup of woes. There is an in-
teresting mythical story related to this: A king once talked
to all the people in his kingdom and heard all their prob-
lems. At the end, he told everyone to put their problems in
a sack and place it near the big well. Once this had been
done, he asked each one of them to choose any sack from
the lot and take it back home. Each one of them chose to
take back their own sacks and deal with their own cup of
woes rather than facing others’ unknown problems.

Sometimes, all that we do is keep thinking about our
problems which then seems to blind our vision and over-
whelm our entire lives. While we may not have the power
to totally eliminate our problems but what most people
don’t know is that we do have the power to not dwell on
them. We have the power to get up each morning and
choose our attitude for the rest of the day. When we go
to our labs, workplaces and so on, we have the power to
adhere to the attitude that we have chosen. Take it like a
two-option menu, on one side we could keep a frowning face,
disinterested, laidback expression with our minds dwelling
on our problems, alternatively we could keep a smiling face
with an energetic and creative intent and face the world by
successfully pushing our problems to the back of our minds
(Stephen Lundin).

There is this story of two men and a woman walking
along when the woman was bitten by a snake. The two
men took off after the snake leaving the woman alone to
deal with the venom and she nearly died. The point is that
at one time or another, life bites us all. The choice is the
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same in each case. We can either chase the snakes in our
life or deal with the venom.

Maybe if we could just expand our vision and look at the
bigger picture, it might be possible to put things in perspec-
tive. Try and remember some of the problems you faced
a few years ago, during graduation, maybe even school-
ing days. At that time, those problems seemed to be only
things that mattered, engulfing the entire horizon. Do all
those issues really matter now! Probably not. It is neces-
sary to accept problems smilingly as a part of life and not be
overwhelmed by them. Life is a gift whose every moment is
meant to be cherished. Learn to appreciate the positive as-
pects of life, things that we tend to take for granted rather
than focusing only the negative aspects. The greatest dis-
covery of my generation is that a human being can alter his
life by altering his attitude (William James).

Finally, I would like to quote these words by John Gard-
ner on the ”meaning of life” . Meaning is not something
you stumble across like the answer to a riddle or the prize in
a treasure hunt. Meaning is something you build into your
life. You build it of your own past, out of your affections
and loyalties, out of the experience of humankind as it is
passed on to you, out of your own talent and understand-
ing, out of the things you believe in, out of the things and
people you love, out of the values for which you are willing
to sacrifice something. The ingredients are there. You are
the only one who can put them together into that pattern
that will be your life. Let it be a life that has dignity and
meaning for you. If it does, then the particular balance of
success or failure ceases to be of great importance.

Arun (CSA).

How to pursue research?

This is an interview of Dr Chandra R. Murthy (Assis-
tant Professor, ECE) conducted by Sundar Rajan. The
suggestions are very useful for any student willing to join
research. Voices thank both of them for permitting us to
reprint the interview.
Source: http://coffeewithsundar.com/must-read-how-to-
pursue-research-by-prof-chandra-r-murthy-iisc/

Q. A student has decided to pursue research - what do
you suggest him to find out whether he is really interested
(peer pressure is very common in colleges, so he might have
resorted to research just because his friends are into it)?

Ans. This is an excellent first question! Perhaps, the
best way for me to answer it is to talk a bit about what
I think it takes to do research. Then, the student can de-
termine on his or her own, whether or not research is their
cup of tea.

Research is the process of discovering or inventing some-
thing new, with the keyword being new. How would you
know that something is new? By exhaustively surveying
and studying what is old, of course. So, the first step in
any research is to look up google, IEEE Xplore, CiteSeer,

etc (and any other search engine you might fancy) and dig
up anything that was ever published in your field and make
sure you know about it. (Of course, I am assuming you
have already picked the topic you want to do research in,
but more on that later.) You may not have to read every
one of them at the same level of detail, but certainly you do
need to know the gist of what every paper says. Typically,
one of the nightmares as a researcher is that you are pre-
senting your results in front of an august audience, when
somebody raises his hand and says Have you looked at the
paper by Jones, he does something very similar, and you
put on an embarrassed smile and say that you are not aware
of Jones work! In research, you get no credit for reinventing
the wheel - even if it is a beautiful, perfect wheel! So, you do
need to spend considerable time and effort understanding
the prior art in your field.

I must mention that some people directly jump into a
problem and solve it, and later look around to see what is
already done. I wouldnt recommend it.

The literature survey step does three things: first, if
you like the papers you read, you know that you are indeed
interested in that area. Second, you get to know what is al-
ready done so that you dont end up reinventing the wheel,
and third, there are many modern techniques to solve prob-
lems that can only be found in research papers, so there is
no way to teach yourself the techniques without reading
recent research papers. Doing your research survey first is
like putting the horse in front of the cart - the cart moves
much more smoothly than if you tried doing it the other
way around.

After the literature survey, comes perhaps the most dif-
ficult step - to define a solvable problem. The keyword here,
of course, is solvable. The problem that you define should
be solvable not only in a global sense, but in particular,
it should be solvable by you. This is where guidance from
your research supervisor comes in handy, especially when
you first start out on doing research (more on this later).
The supervisor usually has a broad knowledge, and can tell
what problems are likely to be interesting and solvable. If
you work closely with your supervisor, then he or she prob-
ably also has a good idea about your abilities. So you would
either define an interesting problem on your own, or define
it with the help of your supervisor, and then start working
on it. As you get more accustomed to the process of doing
research, you will be able to define the problem completely
on your own.

The third step is to solve the problem. Often, this will
require you to look up references in diverse fields (especially
in mathematics) to get hold of special tools to help you solve
the problem. It is also customary to build a device or write
a simulation software to show that your analysis is indeed
valid. In other words, you have to be able to offer evidence
as to why your idea works.

The fourth step is to document your results, i.e., to write
a paper, to make a presentation, etc. Often, researchers
underestimate the importance of this step, but selling your
work is also extremely important. Just keep in mind that
when you read a paper, you will find it interesting if you
understand what the authors are talking about. Likewise,
when you present your results to somebody, they will like
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it if they understand the point you are trying to make.

The four steps mentioned above take about an equal
amount of time, at least initially. As you get good at writ-
ing papers, the fourth step can take less time, but it wont
be a quick write-up, ever. It takes time to write a good
paper, to motivate your problem and why it is important
to solve, to explain about past work in the area, to present
your solution and then to summarize with evidence for the
correctness of your solution.

I hope this description will help students make a judg-
ment about whether or not they are cut out for research.
Other points I can share are that you will like research if
you like innovating or inventing, and looking beyond what
is in the textbook or the problem at hand. Often, there is
an impression that research is fun because you are always
doing new things, while (for example) a software position
is monotonous. That is not at all true. Research often in-
volves a lot of grunt-work where you are hammering away
at a problem or spending hours and hours trying to un-
derstand one little equation in some paper. Moreover, any
position can be made interesting or monotonous depending
on the attitude. I had an extremely well qualified and tal-
ented friend who once found himself in a verification/testing
position in a start-up company. It was a tragic underuti-
lization of his talent. However, he totally revamped the way
testing was done at the company - he would never do the
same test twice. He would do it once, and then figure out a
way to automate it! In fact, he was doing research in how
to efficiently do the verification/testing. So it is wrong to
think that research is only done by people whose job title
says research!

Also - do not expect yourself to produce world-class
research results too soon. Research takes time! To give
you an analogy, suppose you know nearly nothing about
the flute besides the basic notes and how to play them.
Suppose also that you wish to become so good at it, that
you can play the flute in front of an audience consisting of
Hariprasad Chaurasia and other great musicians like him,
and have them say good things about the way you play.
How long do you think it will take you to get that good?

Definitely, do not go into research because you have
some idealistic notion that it is cool or fun or easy to do
research. It is a lot of work, and you should enjoy doing the
work. In addition, research requires you to be able/willing
to think laterally, to be curious and want to come up with
new ways of doing things, to work extremely hard, and to
not give up. When Thomas Alva Edison said “Genius is
one percent inspiration and 99 percent perspiration”, he
was not kidding! In fact, not only genius, even average
research is 99 percent perspiration!

In a more practical sense, if you found your undergrad-
uate classes a drag, you didnt enjoy the process of learning
the new subjects in your curriculum, or if you found the
going tough and the concepts difficult to understand, per-
haps a research in the same field is not the best thing for
you. If you really want to do research, I would recommend
switching fields and picking up an area that you find inter-
esting - it should pique your curiosity and make you want
to learn more.

Read the remaining interview online at
http://www.iisc.ernet.in/voices/.

I am a nobody.

I know that you notice my baggy shirt
But not that I’m fit for jogging miles
I know you see my dusky skin
But not the face flashing a million smiles

I know you see my ungainly trot
Not that I’m off to help a friend
I know you notice my bad scrawls
But not all the happy, friendly letters I send

I know you see that I am awkward
But not that I dare and care
I know you see I shout slogans
But not that at night, I say a quiet prayer

You are so busy judging me
That you’ve no time left to know me
You’re so happy tearing me apart
And with you, most will agree

I am a nobody for you, I realize
And quite glad for it, really
Because if I become a somebody for you
I’d be a nobody left for me to see!

Pritesh (Alumnus, MRC).

Irrelevantly relevant.

”Hello Sameer, how are you pal?”
”Oh hi Ninad, I am fine, how about you?”
”Me too doin good. Hows workload these days?”
”Same story. Fluctuates from 8 to 12 hours, hows yours?”
”Consistent at eight hours.”
”Lucky you are!”
(Two minutes of silence)
”So what else in life?”
”Nothing much. Just the same. Chalo milte hain kabhi..”

A typical conversation. Anywhere you can hear it. Any-
thing missing in the above exchange? ”The exchange” itself
is missing. It just has enquiries hows-ur-workload, how-do-
you-do. This is where the relevance of irrelevance pitches
in.

I love calling one of my friends. She speaks everything
from the latest book read to latest movie watched.Also
about the workload and everything else inbetween. In the
reply I babble on latest olympics or tennnis tournaments
or irritate her with technical PJs. Another friend of mine,
once there is a call, the chat between him and mine will
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range from girls to ethics. He will overwhelm me with the
details of his latest crush bearing all the while my sarcastic
comments.

We think that telling about the funny misunderstanding
you had with your boss may not be relevant to your friends.
We think that its not relevant to say how you ate almost
all the sweet dish prepared by your mother yesterday. We
think that its not relevant to speak about how a girl at the
ice-cream parlour held you spellbound (or eye-bound). We
think that it doesn’t matter to the next person how silly
you danced at the birthday party of some other friend of
yours. Nor does it matter how much you liked the T-shirt
you bought yesterday.

Then what’s relevant? As the lives go on separating due
to inevitable circumstances what we have got to tell our
friends? Nothing except hows-the-workload and how-do-
you-do and what-else-in-life! I believe that all ”irrelevant”
things are in fact most important to make a friendship sur-
vive the barriers of distance. I do not proclaim that I am a
master in these things. But some experiences have taught
me to ask a lot of questions to the other person and to open
the ”exchange”. Many times these efforts go in vain and
the friendship goes on weakening. At least I used to call
some of them before few years/months. Nowadays I don’t
even scroll over their names in the contact list in my phone.
They have become just a memory location in my cellphone.
Nothing more that that!

Finally I thought I’d write it up. Lets become some-
what irrelevant. Lets care less about the business point
of view of does-it-matter-to-him-or-her. Lets not sacrifice
the friendship at the expense of ”relevance”. Friendship is
beautiful.

Onkar (Alumnus, ECE).

Veganism is easy!

What is Veganism?
Veganism is a diet and lifestyle that seeks to exclude the
use of animals for food, clothing, or any other purpose. I
feel that most of us will find enough motivation to go vegan
if we know how we get what we use (food, clothes, shoes,
cosmetics, ...). We can also think, and make our choices -
and when we think, we must remember that we do not live
in the Traditional India.

Is a Vegan Lifestyle Impractical?
I understand that it would be hard for many of us to imag-
ine a life without animal products like eggs, animals’ milk,
... (atleast I initially felt like that), but please reserve
your judgement for a few minutes... I will focus on making
the transition to a healthy, compassionate, planet-friendly,
enjoyable, practical (vegan!) life simpler - simple enough
to be followed by a resident of a Students’ Hostel, who
relies on Mess Food, and has been a vegan for more than
a year - leaving the (literally) gory details. Some of the
suggestions, fortunately (unfortunately!) are specific to
this locality (Bangalore), and one may not find them on

the web. It is my honest belief that this is one of the values
added by this article.

Our Choices:
Food: Naturally, I start with food. Since vegetarian food is
quite popular in India, I will address more relevant issues.

Giving up animals’ milk means that we relinquish not
only the cholesterol and the saturated fats, but also a set
of other micro-nutrients. But we can easily compensate for
them. Do you know that humans (and their pets) are the
only animals that rely on other species’ milk, even after
growing older? It is actually natural to avoid it. I have
been avoiding dairy products for more than a year, and
I have never felt more energetic before: I go to the gym 6
days a week, and I could run 10 km in less than 55 minutes.
Maenaka Gandhi has never fed cow’s milk to her son.

Calcium is one important mineral present in milk, and
yes, cow’s milk is a very healthy drink - for calves. But we
are a different species, and deserve much better sources of
Calcium - Afterall, Calcium is the fifth most abundant ele-
ment (by mass) in the earth’s crust, and there are enough
plant sources of it. However, because of the sad fact that
there has been virtually no non-dairy Calcium rich food
in our mess menu for a long time, Calcium had been my
special concern. Not any longer! About 50 grams of the
amazing Ragi, also known as Kezhvaragu or Nachni, a cou-
ple of Sesame (Till) balls, and about 200 ml of fortified
SoyMilk give us plenty of bio-available Calcium for one day.
Virtually all fruits power us with Potassium (particularly
bananas or cantaloupes aka musk mellons, are super-rich
sources), which also helps absorb Calcium.

For Ragi, Indira Foods’ ’Ragi Huri Hittu’ is worth try-
ing: We get it at the Food World; We only need to add
(preferably, but not necessarily, hot) water and a sweetener
to make a delicious, healthy paste; jaggery and a pinch of
elaichi powder - available at Nilgiris - make it divine. El-
lunde (Sesame Balls, in Kannada) is available at the petty
shop opposite to Kabini.

My favorite fortified SoyMilk (I can’t wait to relish
vegan cornflakes with SoyMilk!) brand is Staeta. One
will probably like the simple, sweetened ’Original’ flavour,
among the chocolate, malt, kesar-pista, for its wallet-
friendliness. A Useful Tip: As of now, only the ’More’
Supermarket sells 200 ml Staeta ’Original’ Soymilk packs
at Rs.12, instead of the MRP Rs.17. There is a More outlet
in New BEL Road.

Soy Beans is perhaps the best source of protein avail-
able on the earth: it is blessed with all the essential
aminoacids in a significant amount, without the redun-
dant, harmful, heart-damaging, obesity-inducing, blood-
pressure-enhancing cholesterol and saturated fats. It is
also rich in fibre and isoflavones, which dramatically re-
duce the risk of cancer. Sesame and Ragi also have some
rare aminoacids, and beautifully complement other protein
packed common dishes like dhals and peanuts. Chickpeas
(Chana) are a much better source of protein than Cow’s
milk.

If we eat sesame, ragi and bananas, we don’t need to
worry about Magnesium . Magnesium and Potassium are
as important as Calcium for stronger bones. Phosphorous,
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another important micronutrient for healthy bones, is abun-
dant in many common foods like fruits and dhals.

Greens, Cabbages and Greenpeas brim with Vitamin
K. Greens are also great sources of Calcium. Greens, Can-
taloupes and Carrots are unbeatable sources of Vitamin A,
and Sesame, dhal and bananas have respectable units of
components of the Vitamin B Complex . There is only one
Vitamin that we can get only from bacteria: Vitamin B12.
No animal or plant can produce it on its own, although
B12 is present animals’ bodies (thanks to the bacteria), and
Vegans in sanitized environments need to take B12 supple-
ments. Fortunately, the fortified Staeta Soy Milk, which has
this important vitamin, and the cheap BComplex tablets
solve this problem. The fortified Staeta Soymilk also has
Vitamin D2 (Ergocalciferol): Ofcourse we don’t really need
Vitamin D, if we get exposed to sunlight.

When buying Vitamin B Complex Supplements, we
must be careful to avoid Gelatin Shell Capsules, whose shell
is made of animal fats. I use Neurobion BComplex tablets.
Most Calcium Supplements have Vitamin D3 (CholeCalcif-
erol), which is non-vegan.

Ofcourse if we cook and eat, we have a plenty of choices.
’Goodies’? ! We can also ask the magnanimous lady - who
makes brilliant, inexplicable transformations of excruciat-
ing pains she once suffered during her pregnancy, to eter-
nally abounding love for us; the one who nourished us with
the elixir, draining herself, when we were too young to con-
sume anything else - or our dad, atleast as good as her, to
prepare vegan versions of popular delights.

To summarize, the cheap ragi and sesame seeds provide
us enough Calcium (besides rare amino acids, and fibre,
iron, copper, magnesium, zinc, manganese - that are piti-
fuly absent or present in negligible amounts in cow’s milk).
Soy in any form - soymilk, tofu, boiled soybeans - helps
a lot in meeting our protein requirements. Serving Ragi
and Soy daily in our messes will greatly simplify things for
vegans. We must not miss the veggies and dhals served
in our messes. Having B Complex supplements (One must
never forget B12) every other day or so is a wise decision.
We can always give excuses for revelling in fruits.

Read the remaining article (with references) online at
http://www.iisc.ernet.in/voices/.

Arun R. (CSA).

Please take me with you.

Oh Dear bhOndOO!
Why have you deserted me! Have I become so much

botheration for you? I know there was a time when you
used to take utmost care of me. But what has happened
suddenly?

The memory of our first encounter is still fresh in my
mind. There were many people who had come to see me,
and I had told them of all my abilities, but they chose oth-
ers. I was losing all hope, but you came. You stared at me
for a long time, and I knew my fate. I had also liked you,

but in our society, we do not have a say. But my luck was
at its best and resulted in our marriage. I still remember
how happy you were to take me home, garlanded, to dis-
tribute sweets amongst your friends, and to see everybody
congratulating you. My happiness knew no bounds.

The initial days were marvellous. We used to go for
long rides – just two of us. We used to sit quietly at the
Sankey Tank looking at the sunset. We used to often go
to Nandi Hills and nearby trekking spots of Bangalore to
spend nights there. We used to go to Udupi to enjoy wa-
terfalls. I must say, those were the best days of my life.

I remember, once when your friend wanted to take me
with him, how hesitant you were! Although, finally you
agreed, I felt very happy to see your worried face. That
showed your sympathy, your feelings, your love! I will never
forget how you caressed me after I came back. You decided
never to leave me alone. I was in the seventh heaven.

Almost every place inside IISc campus has witnessed
both of us. I have been your partner in every act, every
event, every activity of yours; may that be your dinner at
Nesara, your assignment submissions, or your advisor meet-
ings. I have always been with you, through your tough mo-
ments, through your disappointments, through your happi-
ness.

Everything changed slowly. Initially, you started ignor-
ing me. Then you started cursing me, and then you used
to keep me without food for days! I will never forget how
you physically tortured me with your kicks, when I was ill,
and could not come with you to meet your new girl-friend.
It was very mean of you, dear.

I did not know that your research life at IISc and your
relationship with me would end together. You have aban-
doned me. I am alone. I have nobody except you. If you
don’t come, people will trouble me. The world is not good,
they may sell me off.

Don’t leave me alone, take me with you, take me with
you, my dear.

Written on the occasion of disposal of abandoned

two wheelers in IISc. Thanks to Sudhira for pointing
it out, which made me write on it. And by the way, mar-
riage also means a close and intimate union.

Read more adventures of bhOndOO at
http://iisc.wordpress.com/.

Rupesh (CSA).

Gymkhana Corner.

As the famous saying goes, “Healthy mind resides in a
healthy body”. So, If you want to have a break from
your hectic schedule through research, have a look at the
Gymkhana activities (Clubs) to freshen you up:

Outdoor games: Badminton, Cricket, Football, Lawn
tennis, Volleyball, Swimming, Kung fu, Hockey, Throwball
and Basketball.

Indoor games: Billiards, Chess, Table tennis and Carrom.
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Entertainment: Drama, Dance (includes Salsa, cha-cha-
cha and more hip shakings).

Music: The music team Rhythmica and facilities like
separate music room, instrument and rehearsal room.

Movie Club: We are now back to our Friday shows.

Ranade Library and Photography.

Nature club: With the aim to foster concern to protect
the fauna and flora, and to promote interest and knowledge
about wildlife, forests and the environment among us.

Aerobics: Starting with 45 minutes of workout, which
includes a warm up, stretching, the workout, and a cool
down followed by the floor exercises.

Athletics, Gymnasium, Lady Gym and Yoga.

Have a look at our series of new courts for Basket ball,
tennis, volley ball and Kung-fu.

Enjoy and energize your stay with Gymkhana activities.

Deepti (MRDG), Mukta (BC).

Degree of collaboration.
There is a paper published in “Nature” authored
by 114 researchers. The paper shows the degree of
collaboration among the researchers distributed
across 36 institutes. Also, it shows the degree of
ethics in acknowledging others’ contribution. The
paper can be found at the following link:
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v406/n6792/
abs/406151a0.html
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an article, or have any comments,
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